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ABSTRACT
 
The pu^ose ofthis project wasto establish specific guidelines for the assessmentof
 
students enrolled in an Accounting Career Pathway Sequenced Program in secondary
 
schools. Alternative meansofevaluating students is a subjectofmany ofthe reforms
 
efforts suggested to create a quality and valuable education for students graduating from
 
high school in the 21st Century. Business and industry have raised its reqliirements for a
 
highly skilled work force;therefore,forcing the educational system to re-evaluate their
 
method ofstudentlearning accountability.
 
Developing an alternative method to conventional pencil and paper testing ofstudent
 
learning is an integral partofthe reform movementin California as wellas other states
 
throughoutthe Nation. The project describes how student portfolios would be used to
 
evaluate the competency leyels ofstudents erirolled in ah Accounting Career Pathway.
 
The project demonstrates how a student's competency levelwould be assessed asthe
 
student progresses through the sequenced cdre courses and culminating with specialized
 
classes. The California DepartmentofEducation Career-Technical AssessmentProgram
 
(C-Tap)played an important partin providing the student portfolio rubric forthe
 
evaluation ofstudentcompetencylevels;
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ChapterI
 
Introduction
 
There exist an apparentconsensus by educators,andthe general public that our 
schools are notpreparing students to compete in today's globaljob market. Additionally, 
students are not actively participating in our democratic system and they seem to lack the 
values,both ethically and morally,that would enable them to be better citizens. These 
generally held beliefs have fueled the call for restructuring andfeforrn ofthe educational 
system. ■ ' . 
One aspectofthis call for reforni,is reviewing how students are evaluated and
 
assessed on knowledge learned as the student progresses through the educational system.
 
SecondToNone.A Vision ofthe New California High SchoolTAgee.1992T outlines
 
and describes the reforms suggested to create a quality and valuable education for
 
students graduating from high schoolin the 21stCentury. Developing a comprehensive
 
accountability and assessmentsystem is described as ah integral factorin the
 
restructuring ofthe educationalsystem in California. The California High School Task
 
Force,which was responsible for the Second To None report,viewsthe new educational
 
reforms as focusing on studentperformance that reflect actual achievementofapplication
 
ofknowledge. (Agee,1992) The Task Force also sees assessment asthe major strategy
 
in bringing about significant educational reform. (Agee,1992)
 
The project writer hasovertWenty-three years ofteaching experience in Business
 
Education and agrees with the suggested educationalreforms outlined in Agee's(1992)
 
Second To None,especially the educational strategy ofassessing student performances
 
on actual achievementand applicationofacquired knowledge. One ofthese alternative
 
method ofevaluating students is called authentic assessment. The working definition of
 
authentic assessment according to Marzano(1992)...''polished products that have been
 
selected by the studentand representthe student's best work."(p.44) This assessment
 
would occur continually and would reflect actual learning experiences that could be
 
documented through observations, records ofperformance tasks verified bythe teacher.
 
Atthe presenttime,a majority ofCalifornia high schools arc using assessment
 
methodsthat are notcompetency or outcome based tools ofevaluation;however, there
 
appears to be a growing trend toward using alternative methods ofevaluation.
 
Conventional methpdsofassessing students,such as paper and pen testing,were
 
designed to provide feedback on how muchinformation waslearned or in mostcases
 
memorized by the studentdoing the teaching process. Thistype oftesting did not
 
incorporate the application oflearned knowledge for a specificjob related task.
 
In an Institute on Education and the Fxonomy tIEEt Brieffinger. 1993),based on
 
areport by Clifford Hill and Eric Larsen,entitled Testing and Assessmentin Secondary
 
Education: A Critical Review ofEmerging Practices,states
 
Advocatesofauthentic assessment see tliis as an importantfunction,butthey
 
believe thathow and what wetest has a powerfulinfluence on how and whatis
 
taught. They believe that conventional testing is distorting educational goals,
 
whereas authentic assessment can foster good educational practices. (Inger,1993,
 
ITie project writer holds the opinion that students mustdemonstrate alevel of
 
competency in the subject matter being taughtand mustbe able to apply this acquired
 
knowledge in a real life working situation. However,up until recently,the educational
 
structure and textbooks did notsupport acompetency based or authentic assessment
 
evaluation of student's work.
 
It is the project writer's desire to design a competency based evaluative tool to
 
authentically assess student progress in Accounting Career Pathways. The authentic
 
assessment would include student work thatis based on learning outebmes which
 
demonstrate achievementand the student's application oflearned knowledge.
 
The assessmentofthe student efforts would include the evaluating ofacquired
 
knowledge based on industry established competencies desired by the career field in
 
business and technology the student has chosen to pursue. The s^dent would compile a
 
work in progress and showcase portfolio to dehionstrate the student's competencies in
 
their specialization.
 
Nature oftheProblem
 
The remarkable consensus that our present educational system is not working as
 
well as it should,has led to many calls for the restructurihg and reforming ofAmerican
 
education. (Inger,1993) As previously stated,an integral partofthis reform is adopting
 
alternative ways ofevaluating student progress. Traditionally,testing has resulted from
 
standards deriving from within the educational system. In our present system,schoolis
 
self-contained and compartmentalized. Math Departments,History Departments,
 
Business Departments,each do their own thing; withoutintegration ofcurriculum.
 
Unfortunately life is not departmentalized,buta mixture ofactivities. Schools should
 
reflectthe interaction ofaill educational disciplines. "To dissolve this dualism,advocates
 
ofauthentic assessment wantassessments,and,as aconsequence,schools,to focus on the
 
broad knowledge and skills that individuals need to solve real-world problems."
 
(Inger,1993,p. 1)
 
The project writer believes that students should be required to produce evidence
 
oftheir competency levels,rather than taking traditional pen and paper tests to
 
demonstrate acquired knowledge.Agee(1992)describes an outcome based program asa
 
collaboration between teacher and studentto reach recognized level ofperformance.
 
"Whenthe teacher and the students have a vision bfdiiality work,it is easier to form a
 
partnership to assist students in producing good work. (Agee,1992,p.33)
 
Testingis designed to measure studentknowledge under limited time constraints;
 
however,authentic assessment offersan extended period oftime in which students can
 
demonstrate competencies over multiple tasks. Cdns^dh^'^tly,authentie assessment
 
offers the mosteffective method ofmeastiring studentperformance. This project would
 
identify outcome based competencies desired for the evaluation ofstudent skill level in
 
Business and Technology CareerPathways,specifically the Accounting and Finance
 
Career-Pathway.'
 
Significance ofthe Problem
 
Introducing and irnplementing suggested reform strategy ofoutcome based
 
student performance,will provide a quality edueation to students participating in this type
 
ofevaluative process. "Advocates ofauthentic assessment believe that assessment
 
practices,ifsufficiently aligned with cun-iculum and instruction,can become a powerful
 
meansofachieving excellence in the classroom (Inger, 1992,p.2)"Wemuststrengthen
 
the quality ofour high schools,and this means radically changing the way they do
 
business." (Agee,1992,p.5)
 
This project will presentcbmpetency requirementsfor assessing students in
 
business and technology careerpathways, with the Accounting and Finance Career
 
Pathway asthe modek This would resultin a "Work in Progress Portfolio",whieh
 
would show evidenceoffinished and unfinished workjideas,notes and logs on work in
 
progress by the smdeht. Atthe culmination ofthe career pathway program,a"Showcase
 
Portfolio" would contain the finished products ofstudent work demonstrating student
 
preparation and accomplishrnents.
 
Statementofthe Project
 
This project required identifying,collecting and categorizing competency based
 
outcomesfor Accounting and Finance CareerPathway; secondly, outlining performance
 
based outcomesfor the Aeeounting and Finance CareerPathway core curriculum and
 
identifying these competencies as CareerPerformance Standards,Business Technology
 
Core Standards,SCANSCompetencies and Accounting and Finance Standards;thirdly,
 
identifying documentation to be included in a workin progress and showcase portfolio.
 
The project wasto establish competency requirements and evaluative tools to be used by
 
students in producing a work in progress and showcase portfolio for students in
 
Accounting and Finance Career Pathway.
 
Purpose ofthe Project
 
Conventional testing eonfines students to alimited amountofoptions and
 
discourages active participation in thelearning process,whereas"documentation
 
practices motivate studentsto work atthehighest level: they invest greater energy and
 
achieve higher Standards." (Inger, 1993,p.2)
 
The puipose ofthis prbjeet,is to provide a work in progress and showcase
 
portfolio that would provide students with an outcome base evaluative procedure,which
 
would greatlyimprovethe quality ofthe educational processfor both the teacher and the
 
student.
 
Overview of
 
Severalfactors were considered in order to fully address the purposed outcorhe of
 
this project. One area ofconsideration,wasthe acquisition ofCareer Performance
 
Standards desired by industry and businessfor the career pathway addressed in the
 
project;secondly,whatstudent work should be included in the portfolio which
 
demonstrated the competencies required have been metby the student atthe end ofthe
 
sequenced program.
 
Thejob competencies were acquired by researching and reviewing business and
 
industry standards,consulting high school Business and Technology Frameworks,
 
governmental reports and expert opinions on alternative ways ofevaluating student
 
performances.
 
The primary goal ofthe project writer wasto establish competencies and
 
performance outcomes in the Accounting and Finance Career Pathway selected by
 
students enrolled in Business and Technology Career Pathways.
 
Limitations
 
The project will limit itselfto the Accdunting and Finance Career Pathway. The
 
project is limited to high school student population. The geographic area for this project
 
was limited to California,due to the use ofCalifornia Business Education Framework;
 
however it is applicable to high school vocational programsthroughoutthe United States.
 
Definitions
 
The following definitions will be operative for the pvirpose ofthis project.
 
Authentic Assessnient-

Assessmentthat occurs continually in the contextofa meaningfullearning
 
environmentand reflects actual and worthwhile learning experiences that can be
 
documented through observation,anecdotal records,journals,logs,actual work
 
samples,conferences,portfolios,performance tasks and other methods.
 
Culminating Activity-

Are enabling outcome;an activity thatsums up and assess a significant area of
 
study.
 
Curriculum-

The course ofstudy in given area;an outline ofcontent.
 
Enabling Outcome-

A culminating activity;an activity thatsumsup and assesses a significant area of
 
'study., .
 
Evaluation-

The process ofjudging the assessmentresults for one purpose or another.
 
Exit demonstration-

The final culminating activity that proves a smdenthas mastered an area ofthe
 
curriculum.
 
Information Management-

The system by which information is maintained regarding student progress in the
 
curriculum.
 
Outcome based prograno- ­
The teacher and student work aspartners to reach recognized levels of
 
performance and that curriculum and instruction are organized to prodiice such
 
results.
 
Showcase portfolio-

Finished productofstudent workdenaonstrating student accomplishments.
 
StudentFortfolio-

Eyidence ofthe successful completion ofselected outcome activities.
 
Career Performance Standards
 
Describe the skills students will need to obtain employmentand advance in their
 
chosen career field.
 
Business Technology Core Standards-

Describe the basic skills and foundational knowledge needed to pursue a career
 
pathway in business.
 
Career	Path Specializations-

Prepares studentsfor speciEc careers by building upon knowledge,skills,abilities
 
developed in the Business Technology Core and Career Path Clusters.
 
•SCANS, . .
 
Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills identified competencies
 
for successfuljob performance.
 
 Chapter II
 
Review ofRelated Literature
 
Introduction
 
"Restructuring"is a powerful word,which implies the system or organization is
 
not working and needsto be improved;therefore,changes or anew way mustbe
 
implemented in order to correctthe recognized deficits ofthe system. One ofthese
 
recognized deficits ofthe presenteducational system is student accountability. The call
 
for an alternative way ofevaluating students is ahatioual interest ofeducators. Students
 
often consider the educational system's present method ofevaluating their progress by
 
conventional paper and penciltesting,as an ineffective effort by both the teacher and
 
student. Onthe other hand a"restructured" vision would be to evaluate the performance
 
tasks so they reflect directly upon the training expectancies ofstudents on activities that
 
are beneficial to the student. This would beconsidered as authentic assessment.
 
How are the successes ofthe following occupations measured? A scientist,
 
writer,business owner—by whatthey produce. Ifthe educational system is to produce
 
competentindividuals,equipped with higher levelthinking skills,then student must be
 
given an opportunity to demonstrate this knowledge by producing documents,projects,or
 
writings that clearly reflect the student's ability. "Theconventional curriculum asks
 
students only identify the discourse,things and performancesthat others have produced..
 
.."(Neumann,1991,p.460)
 
When currentschool reformers specify recommendations for school
 
improvement,more effective ways ofevaluating studentlearning is one ofthe major
 
goals. Second To None A Vision ofthe New California High School,list establishing a
 
comprehensive accountability and assessmentsystem as one ofthe major areaspfreform.
 
It stressesthe need for an accountability system which .. emphasizes performance and
 
application ofknowledge."(Agee,1992,p.32) The resultofthis accountability system
 
would be challenginglearning activities for the student and it would provide
 
documentation forfuture employers,colleges and universities as a strong indicator of
 
student's preparation.
 
Atthe end ofthe student's highschoolyears,a graduation portfolio would contain
 
documentation on the student's work in core curriculum as well as documentation of
 
studentcompetenciesip career pathway sequenced program. The portfolio would give a
 
comprehensive overview dfthe student'^ abilities and preparation;
 
Authentic Assessment
 
"Teachers have long used portfolios to help students keep track oftheir work and
 
present it in an organized Way;"as stated by Inger(1993)in his review ofAuthentic
 
Assessment in Secondarv Education,appearing in an Institute on Education The
 
Economy(TEEl Brief. Inger(19931 continues by saying whatis new aboutthis
 
alternative method ofmeasuring student work is portfolios can replace conventional
 
paper and pencil testing.
 
One could ask,whatdoes authentic assessment offer that conventional methods of
 
evaluating students does not? First authentic assessmentinvolves cognitive skills that
 
encourages disciplined inquiry. (Neumann,1991,p.460),describes"Disciplined inquiry
 
as having three features:
 
•Use ofa prior knowledge base
 
•In-depth understanding rather than superficial awareness
 
•Production ofknowledge in an integrated(rather than fi-agmented form)
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Students realize thatthe work thatthey are doing is reyelant and has value to their
 
success in school. Authentic assessmentrequires students to produce work that reflects
 
their efforts have value in their lives,in addition to demonstrating their competencies.
 
The production ofprojects or other authentic measuring tools,allows the students to use
 
knowledgefrom alt discipline areas. Learning is notcompartmentalized but diffuse and
 
integrated,which are invaluable both to the individual and to society.
 
Portfolios would include evidence ofall competency areas,even in the absence of
 
physical product or project. When student work is evaluated based on student work,
 
students are allowed to direct and controlthe information that will be used to measure
 
their abilities, it certainly offers a unique opportunity to the students. Whenthe
 
assessment methods change,it certainly has an impactoninstruction(Marzano,1992).
 
Paulson, Paulson and Meyers(1991)reports the strength ofthe use ofportfolio to
 
be
 
•	Learners share in the responsibility ofassessing their work
 
• Data are gathered and evaluated continuously over the course ofthe learning
 
project.
 
•	Learners have anopportunity to learn ahoUttheir own learning.
 
• Other stakeholders—develop an expanded view ofwhatis learned.
 
Whatare the downsidesto portfolio assessment:
 
1. 	Storage ofselected student data
 
2. 	Can he very costly in comparison to pen and paper standardized
 
testing.
 
3. 	Staffdevelopmentto educate teachers on portfolio collection methods
 
and evaluation.
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Whatdoes this meanto edueators? They will have to restructure the course
 
curriculum,so it encompasses interaction between the teacher,studentand others.
 
Teachers will have to provide an integration ofsubject matter to the student,on the other
 
hand,the student tries to interprethow this information will empowerthem.
 
Competency Based Education
 
According to WhatWork Requires ofSchool.A Secretary's Commission on
 
Achieving Necessary Skills Reportfor America2000.(SCANS!June. 1991."all
 
American high schools students mustdevelop a new set ofcompetencies and foundation
 
skills ifthey are to enjoy a productive,full,and satisfying life. (p. vi,T991)
 
The competitive edge that characterizes this countries'most sticcessfuT
 
companies,depend upon the quality ofthe high performance ofits workers. These
 
companies depend upon its workers to be competentand dedicated tojob performance
 
excellence.
 
Our Nation'shigh schools mustbecome dedicated to providing students with an
 
educational opportunity that prepares them to be skilled and prepared to apply their
 
knowledge in a work environment. TheSCANS(1991)identifies five competencies that
 
stand asthe foundation ofjob performance,in addition to athree partfoundation ofskills
 
and personal qualities. These competencies integrated withjob specific competencies
 
will produce students with solid skills and personal qualities needed for solidjob
 
performance.
 
Work Place Competencies: Effective workers can productively Use:
 
• Resources-They know how to allocate time,money,materials,space,and
 
staff.
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• Interpersonal SkillsrThey can work on teams,teach others,serve customers,
 
read,negotiate,and work well with peoplefrom culturally diverse
 
backgrounds.
 
• Information-They can acquire and evaluate data,organize and rnaintain files,
 
interpret and communicate^ and use computersto process information.
 
• Systems-They undcrstaiid social,org^izatiohal,and technologicalsystems;
 
they can monitor and correct performance;and they cari design or improve
 
systems.- .
 
• Technology-They can select equipment and tools,apply technology to specific
 
tasks,and maintain and troubleshoot equipment.
 
• Foimdation Skills-Competentworkers in the high-performance workplace
 
need: ■ 
• Basic Skills-reading,writing,arithmetic and mathematics,speaking,and
 
■ listening. ' 
• Thinking Skills-the ability to learri,to reasoni,to think creatively,to make
 
decisions,and to Solve problems.
 
• Personal Qualities-individualresponsibility,self-esteem and self-

management,sociability,and integrity.
 
Students learn better ifthe material taught is in"context" with the real work
 
environment. It has been the project writer's experience over the last twenty-three years
 
ofteaching,students have a difficulttimeapplying"textbook''knowledge into practice
 
unless it is taughtin the contextofthe use(s)ofthe learning experience.
 
"Marketing educators as well as othervocationaleducators are under pressure to
 
provide occupational preparation that addresses currerit and anticipated retail workforce
 
needs.'- (Bunn,1993,p.38) This pressure is comingfrom the mandates rinder the Carl
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D.Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Education Actof1990. The purpose of
 
the new act has been shortened from nine stated objectives in the previous Actto one,
 
which reads:
 
It is the purpose ofthis Actto make the United States more competitive in
 
the world economy by developing morefully the academic and occupational skill
 
ofall segments ofthe population. The purpose will principally be achieved
 
through concentrating resourcesonimproving educational programs leading to
 
academic,occupational,training,and re-training skill competencies needed to
 
work in atechnologically advanced society." (Carl B.Perkins Vocational and
 
Applied Technology Education ActAmendments of1990,See.2)
 
It is the project writer understanding ofthe Perkins Act(1990)is each state hoard
 
receiving funds under this Act will develop and implementstatewide system ofcore
 
standards and measuresofperformanceforsecondary and postsecondary vocational
 
education program. The need for these performance standards is to require greater
 
accountability in vocational education.
 
According to the Perkins Actrequirements,the guidelines used in developing
 
these performance standards should addressfour performance measures:(Bunn,1993,p.
 
38)
 
1. 	Academic achievement
 
2. 	Occupational competence
 
3. 	Accessto and success in vocational education by targeted groups/special
 
populations
 
4. 	Successful transitionform schoolto employment
 
By having these standards, it will be a better way forthe voeationaleducational
 
facility providingthe training to communicateto businesses and industry the
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qualifications ofthe students being trained in the various vocational programs. Bmm
 
(1993)states in her article Use ofPerformance Standards and Skills in Marketing
 
Education: "Asthe international marketplace is demanding quality,timeliness,and
 
customization ofproducing goods and services,increasing importance is being placed on
 
the skills ofindividual w6rkers.''(Burm,1993,p,39)The skills ofthe students mustbe
 
evaluated according tothe entry leyel v^ork standards ofindustry they will be reqtiired to
 
perform on thejob.
 
According to the SCANS,(1991)workis changing,btit mostschools haVe hot
 
'changed at:the:samepace.::;'
 
"Theproblem is complexandso are the answers. Partofthe difficulty is
 
that employers and school personnel are passing each other like ships in the night:
 
one speaks in Morse code;the other signals with flags. Asaconsequerice ofthe
 
miscommunication,secondary school students often see little connection between
 
whatthey do in school and how they expectto make a living."(SCANS,1991, p.
 
4)
 
In conclusion,there lies a great challenge before the educators in America,the
 
challenge is described as three fold in the SCANS Report:
 
• Develop a better meansofcoimnunicating,acommon vocabulary to guide the
 
conversation between the business and school communities.
 
• Set clear-cut standards and then convince students that effortinvested in
 
meeting these standards today will be rewarded in the world ofwork
 
tomorrow.
 
• Assess and certify students' workplace readiness so that students,their
 
parents,and employers will know where they stand.
 
The last challenge is on the project writer will address in the next chapter.
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Chapter III
 
Introduction
 
Restructuring the edueationalsystem so there is moreteacher and student
 
acconntability requires a commitmentfrom school administrators,teachers,parents
 
and students. The"new way"ofdoing business,also requires new rules. As stated
 
in theSCANSReport(1991,p.12),"'learning to do'is irttegrated with'learning to
 
know'".(p.12)
 
One ofthe inherentcomponentofan out-come based curriculum is the
 
a^ssessment ofstudent acquisition and application ofknowledge. "Ifteachers have to
 
certify thatthe workplace competencies are acquired,they will makethe effort to
 
teachthem."(SCANS,1992,p.15)
 
Whatshould a good assessmentsystem have? TheSCANSReport,1992,page
 
15,states: '
 
• Establish clear,high standards ofstudent performance.
 
• Encourage students to meetstandards ofcreating acumulative record of
 
courses taken,projects completed,and assessments ofstudent mastery of
 
both academic subjects and SCANS competencies and
 
• Provide a basisforholding the education system and body politic
 
accountable to meetthe equity goal ofproviding all students with
 
sufficient skills to earn a decentliving.
 
Additionally,according to Robert Marzano(1992),the author ofTqwarda
 
Comprehensive ModelofAssessment.Six cQmpetencies should be included in an
 
authentic assessmentsystem: They are
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• Knowledge ofconcepts,generalizations,processes and strategies that are
 
considered critical to specific content areas.
 
• Ability to utilize complex reasoning processes
 
• Ability to gather and utilize information from a variety ofsources in a variety of
 
modes.
 
• Ability to communicate effectively through a variety ofproducts.
 
• Ability to regulate one'sown learning and development.
 
• Ability to work in a cooperative/collaborative manner.
 
These competencies seemly follow thecomponents involved in the acquisition
 
and utilization ofinformation. Almost all tasks require thatinformation be gathered
 
before it can be added to the learner's base ofinfprmatipn.
 
Why is it importantthe skills studentleam be the ones required by industry? It is
 
estimated there will be skill requirements in the workforce ofthe 21st Century that will
 
not be able to be metby the students who are expected to enter the work force. This
 
dilemmacould cause seriousconsequencesto the United States edge in the world's
 
economy. Employers have concerns and complaints aboutthe difficulty in hiring
 
workers with basic skills. These concerns have been the driving force for several
 
investigations by the DepartmentofLabor reports;namely,the SCANS Reports.
 
Unlike some ofour major International competitors,including Germany,the
 
United States has not established occupational standards at the national and state
 
levels for front-line occupations,exceptfor some licensed occupations. States
 
cannot build world-class workforces without establishing world-class Skill
 
standards. These occupational Skill standards are critical in setting long-term
 
strategic goals for state workforce preparation programs and evaluating the
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effectiveness and efficiency ofstate investments in the front-line workforce.
 
(Sheets,1992,p. 1)
 
The discussion ofthe need for states to step forward and address the issue of
 
defining skill standards for workforce preparation programs was addressed by the
 
National Governor's Association. (Sheets,1992) These suggested standards should
 
reflectthe standards ofbusiness and industry and this would best be accomplished ifit
 
becomesacooperative effort. The variousjobframing acts,requires accoxmtability as
 
major factors in receiving funding forjob training programs. An example ofthis is the
 
Job Training Partnership Act(JTPA)of1982,which signified a significant shiftin the
 
focus ofworkforce preparation to an accountability systems that evaluated programson
 
performance rather than design standards. (Sheet,1992)
 
Performance standards program focused more onthe outcome result ofthe
 
training program rather than concentrating onthe internal administration or program
 
design. The Family SupportActof1988 required a performance based Outcome system
 
ofevaluation for state welfare-to-work programsfunded under the Job Opportunities and
 
Basic Training Program(JOBS)atthe beginning of1993. (Sheets,1992) Additionally,
 
the 1990 Amendmentto the Perkins Act wasthe firsttimefederal education legislation
 
has required state-administered system ofperformance standards and measures. "The
 
Perkins Amendments require states to develop and implementa state-wide system of
 
standards and measures ofperformance for secondary and post-secondary vocational-

technical education by September 1992". (Sheet,1992,p.8)
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Goals
 
It is the goalofthe project writer to utilize the already proposed and drafted
 
Business Education CareerPath Model Curriculum to design an authentic assessmentfor
 
the Accounting and Finance CareerPathway Sequenced Prograni,offered by the Colton
 
Joint Unified School Distribtythat would bnable teachers to evaluate students as they
 
progress through the career pathway sequenced programjidentifying competencies that
 
student mustacquire and identifying these competencies as meeting the SCANS Report
 
five Competencies thatstand as the foundation ofjob performance,in addition to a three
 
partfoundation ofskills and personal qualities,and the California Business Education
 
Career Path and ModelCurriculum Standards. The integration ofthe SCANS
 
competencies withjob specific competencies will produce students with solid skills and
 
personal qualities needed for solidjob perfprmance.
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ChapterIV
 
ProjectProposal
 
The California Business Education P'ath and ModelCurrieulum Stand^ds
 
(California State Board ofEducation,Draft, 1994),has attempted to align curriculum
 
changesto the national and state reforms and restructuring efforts. There is arecognition
 
by the writers ofthe Business Education Career Path and Model Curriculum Standards to
 
address the need for educational reforms due to the changes in the economy and the
 
demand for a more competitive workforce.The project writer has built on the Business
 
Education Model and Curriculum Standards to extend to the assessmentofstudent
 
performance.
 
Those individuals who are involved in the preparation ofstudents to enter in the
 
workforce are concerned aboutthe needof a performance outcome based curriculum that
 
allows students to demonstrate and apply their learned knowledge in contextto its use in
 
the globaljob market. To remain competitive in the world marketplace,the United States
 
musthave well trained and a highly motivated workforce. It is the responsibility ofthose
 
who are responsible for this training on all levels to convey this need to the students they
 
are responsible for preparing to enter thejob market. Students who comprehend the
 
business and economic relationships and who are able to adaptto change are the type of
 
employees needed for the workforce ofthe 21st Century. The project proposal consisted
 
ofproviding a work in progress and showcase portfolio documentation that would
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provide students with an outcome!based evaluative procedure. The projectencompassed
 
the following steps:
 
1. 	StudentProcessing for Accounting CareerPathways. See"APPENDIX A: Student
 
Proeessing for Accounting and Finanee CareerPathways
 
•	Student Application. See"F/gwrc 7
 
• Business Education CareerPathway Core Sequence for an Acoetinting Clerk. See
 
'"Figure2
 
• Memoto counselor ofstudent acceptance in the CareerPathway Program. See
 
"Figure3
 
•	ParentInformation Letter. See"E'/gwre^
 
2. 	Writing exit criteria,task performances,competency expectations and evidence
 
needed(portfolio entries)to verify competencies have been acquired for each course
 
in the Aceoimting and Finanee Career Pathway. See"APPENDIX B: Core
 
Competencies Accounting and Finance CareerPathway and See"APPENDIX C:
 
Samples ofPortfolio Verifications
 
•	Business Education CareerPath Cluster. See"Figure5
 
•	Career Performance Standards(CPS). See"'Figure6
 
•	Business Technology Core Standards. See"F/gwre 7
 
• 	Aeeounting and Finance Standards. See"F/gwre S
 
•	SCANS Competencies. See"Figure9
 
•	Career Possibilites in Accounting and Finance Career Pathways. See"Figure 10
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• General Description ofAccounting and Finance Career Pathways. See
 
"Figure 11
 
• Keyboarding/Coniputer Literacy. See"Fzgwre 72
 
• Advanced Keyboard/Computer Literacy. See"Figure 13
 
• Introduction to Business.See"Figwre 74
 
• Beginning Accounting. See"Figure 15
 
The project also utiliized the efforts ofthe Career-Technical AssessmentProgram
 
(C-Tap). The C-Tap is a California DepartmentofEducation Program,developed by the
 
Far WestLaboratory for educationalresearch and development. The project was
 
designed to certify students enrolled in California high schools and regional occupational
 
centers or programs.
 
The C-Tap requires students to masterthe following standards:
 
• Model Curriculum Standard-course content standards
 
• Career Preparation Standards-Common core competencies,
 
• Academic-basic skills,such as reading writing and math.
 
The student portfolio mustcontainfive sections:
 
• Presenting the portfolio-Table ofContent,a letter ofintroduction.
 
• Career Development- An application for employmentor for college,a letter of
 
recommendation and resume.
 
• Work Samples- Description ofwork,demonstrating mastery ofimportant career-

technical skills
 
• Writing sample- Sample writings that demonstrate investigative,analytical,and
 
writing abilities
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 • Supervised Practieal Experience Evaluation- Documentation ofa student practical
 
work experienee. r
 
ThefoUr career path clusters in the California Business Education Career Path
 
have been researched to be aligned with occupational opportunities projected by
 
governmentand employmentagencies. According to the statistics provided by the
 
United States DepartmentofLabor,the employmentin business service industries will
 
grow to 7.6 million by the year 2005.(Draft,1994) According to theDictionary of
 
Occupational Training,Accounting professionand it derivatives occupations,is
 
considered to grow well into the year 2005. Accounting isimportance to all businesses,
 
since all ofbusinesses must maintain accurate financial recordsin order to make sound
 
managementdecisions. Students who continue their education in the Accovmting and
 
finance field will find opportunities for employment. The C-Tap Rubric would be used:
 
to evaluate student work.
 
Career Paths as defined bythe Business Educafion Career Path and Model
 
Curriculum Standardsis being"carefully articulated instructional or course sequences
 
which lead students into and through career path clusters and specializations." (Draft,
 
1994,p.l0)
 
The local schobl district can use the Business Education Career Path and Model
 
Curriculum Standards as simply afoundation for developing aBusiness Education Career
 
Pathway Program that would best meetthe needsofthe students served by the school
 
■district. ■ ; 
The projeet writer took these fouhdatibn standards and built a needed authentic 
assessment tool that wouldevaluate students as they progressed through their chosen 
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career pathway. The assessmentofstudents t)egin in core courses that gave the students
 
basic skills necessary to be successMin their respective career pathways and continued
 
through specialization classes. As previously Stated,performance outcome based
 
curriculum hasas it evaluative process ofstudent learning in context and application of
 
learned knowledge,served as an excellent preparation for studenttransitioning from
 
secondary to post-secondary education or making the transition froni school to work.
 
The project is aligned with the California Business Education Path and Model
 
Curriculum Standards,where provided,butgoes a step further byidentifying
 
competenciesas being SCANS suggested cdmpetencies,and ifapplicable,industry
 
Standards or preferably called Core Performance Standards..
 
Asa business education teacher for over twenty-three years,the project writer
 
builtthe project around a career pathway program designed by the writer and other
 
business education teachers in the Colton Joint Unified School District. In the Colton
 
Joint Unified School District,eareer path programs are organized into program
 
sequences. Whenthey are taken in sequential order,thesecourses prepare students to
 
make a Successfultransition from high school directly into entry-level Employmentina
 
chosen carEer field--and/or into rnore technical training and education atthe community
 
college or universitylevels. Theprogram sequences described in the Business Education
 
careerPath Prograniareprganized according to general occupational categories. Each
 
sequenced course includes general employability skills that are appropriate to many
 
occupations as well asjob-specific training for a particular career field.
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Courses in each respective career pathway progresses from the introduetory level
 
(roughly coineiding with 9th or 10th grade)through intermediate. Capstone or advaneed
 
level courses are available through the Regional Occupational Programs(ROP). Asthe
 
ROP is regional by design,all courses are not available at all high school sites. Students
 
electto enroll in a variety ofsequences organized around the subject areas.(See
 
Appendix A)
 
The Career Pathway Program was designed to include college bound students,
 
students entering commimity college,trade or technical school and going directly from
 
schoolto work. The program is also readily available to special population students as
 
well as students with limited English speaking abilities. The Business Education Career
 
Pathway Program included three CareerPathways: Accounting and Finance, Business
 
Administration—Office Information Systems and Marketing Education. The project only
 
addressed the Accounting and Finance Career Pathway Cluster.
 
It is the desire ofthe Colton High Business Education Career Pathway Program
 
to enroll students beginning at the ninth grade level,in order to make sure that students
 
are able to take all ofthe core classes required to received certificate atthe end ofthe
 
four year sequenced program. The sequences require every studentto take acommon
 
core offour courses in business technology,including Keyboarding/Computer Literacy,
 
Advanced Keyboarding/Computer Literacy,Introduction to Business,and
 
Recordkeeping,during the firsttwo to three years(grades 9-11)ofthe program. Students
 
are encouraged to think oftheir program as the beginning a continuum that will take them
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into post-secondary programs atthe eommunity college(technical)level or the
 
baccalaureate(professional level).
 
During the four-year high school sequence,students will suecessfully complete
 
the Colton Joint Unified School District graduation requirements,which also encompass
 
the University ofCalifornia's"a-f entrance requirements. Students completing the
 
eareer pathway sequenced program will be able:
 
• Find immediate employment
 
• Enter the one ortwo-hear eertifieate or assoeiate degree programs atthe eommimity 
■ • . ■ college 
• Apply for admission to the University ofCalifornia or other four-year institutions.
 
Students enrolling in the program mustcomplete a program applieation form.
 
Onee a student enrolls,counseldrs and parents will be notified ofthe student's deeision to
 
he apartofthe CareerPathway Program. Parents will he eontacted personally by the
 
department chair to review the program requirements and to solieitthe supportfrom the
 
parentto help monitorthe student's progress.
 
Students are counseled by the department chair or the monitoring teaeher for
 
guidanee atthe time ofregistration for classes. The success ofthe program depends on
 
the cooperation ofthe student,parent,teaehers,eounselofs and administrators.
 
The projeet gives a description ofthe career pathway,based on information
 
gleamed from the Occupational Outlook Handbook,The EncyclopediaofCareers and
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Vocational Guidance and The California Business Education CareerPath and Model
 
Curriculum Standards(Draft, 1994).
 
The competencies in the core classes willinclude:
 
1. 	Exit Criteria-Stated competencies
 
2. Performance Tasks-Action student mustcomplete to accomplish the stated
 
competency
 
3. 	Competency Expectation-Degree ofcompetency
 
4. 	Portfolio Assessment-What it anything mustbe included in the student
 
portfolio as evidence the competency requirement(s)have been met
 
The Exit Criteria are marked to indicate Business Technology Core Standards
 
(BTC), as identified by the California Business Education Career Path and Model
 
Curriculum Standards(Draft, 1994),as Scansrecommended standards(SCANS),
 
Accounting and Finance Standards(AFS)and in some instances,industry standards
 
(Career Performance Standards(CPS). See"APPENDIX B: Core Competencies
 
Accounting and Finance CareerPathway
 
Summary
 
The restructuring and reforms called for in education has as one ofits major areas
 
ofconcerns—studentlearning accountability. This accountability requires assessing
 
knowledgeleamed by students as they progress through the educationalsystem. Second
 
To None,A Vision ofthe New California High School,outlines the reforms suggested to
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create a quality and valuable education for students graduating from high school in the
 
21st Century. Second ToNone seesthe hew educational reforms asfocusing oh student
 
performance that reflect actual achievementofapplication ofknowledge. The writers of
 
Second To None also see assessment as the major strategy in brihgihg ahout sighificant
 
educational reforms.
 
Assessmentofenrolled in Business and Technology Career Pathways required
 
determining the competency requirements desired by business and industry,determining
 
the skill level requirements and how these acquired competencies will be documented.A
 
good assessmenttool helps to ensure that students are ready to transition from high
 
school to community college or technical college,work,four year university or college.
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GhapterV.''
 
Introduction
 
Job opportunities for students will be growing asthe United States'involvement
 
in the global marketexpands. Willthe students who are destined to become apart ofthe
 
work force in the 21st Century be prepared to survive in a demanding eeoUoinic
 
eriyirprimerU? Educatioh--a good educ0Uiori--wll be one ofthe factorsthat vdiicoiUrilm^
 
to these future workers'success in the globalmarketplace.
 
The mere thoughtofproving the training these future workers will need,offers a
 
astronomical challenge to oureducational system. In order to meetthese challenges in a
 
society that is best mth acycle ofproverty,crime,racial tension and unemployment,the
 
educationalsystem needsto rise to the challenge ofmaking changes that will prepare
 
studerrts forthe future work force.
 
Smallimprovements are nolonger acceptable, To meetthe challenge ofthe 21st
 
Century,California education needsto operate ata new plateau ofstudent
 
performance^ teacher productivity and cost-effectiveness. (Restructuring
 
California Education,a design for public education in the twenty-first Century,
 
Reconirhendations to the Cahforhia Business Roundtable,1988,Berman,Weiler
 
Associates,pg. 1)
 
The"new"way ofdoing business in the educationalenvironment would make
 
performance the drivingforce studentSjteachers and administrators.. Americans must
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 realize oiir society is based on work.(Camevale,1991). How this work is completedis
 
depending upon the foundation preparation given to the future workforce—the students of
 
today.
 
The educational system is"charged"to provide students with the academic as
 
well asthe vocationalskills necessary to be successfiil-not separate but equally focused
 
onthe combination ofacademic and vocational training is taughtin context with its
 
future application in the workplace. The new economy is going to require more
 
preparation for work—this preparation needsto start on the high school level,with
 
vocational awareness being taughtin the elementary schools.
 
Recommendations
 
The educational system should strive to provide:
 
Foundational Skills
 
• Students should have strong reading,writing and mathematical skills. Camevale
 
(1991)says workers need three levels or reading skills forjob success: basic literacy,
 
reading to do,which includes being able to locate printed information for immediate
 
use;and reading to leam and reading to do,which includes using basic skills to dojob
 
specific skills in order to do problem solving.
 
• Application: Students should be given opportunity to read and then perform given
 
tasks. Students would in turn be evaluated on the finished product. Students would
 
also be given an opportunity to evaluate their success after the project wascompleted.
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• Writing SMlls-Asthe complexity ofinforaiatidn grows,strong writing skills are
 
required ofworkers.
 
• Application: Students should be given many opportunities to write in all classes.
 
English assignments should reflectthe type ofwriting required in the studentcareer
 
pathway choice.
 
• Mathematical skills-These skills should betaughtin context with application in a
 
specific career pathway. (Carnevale, 1991)says an effective curriculum should
 
emphasize the sue ofmathematical operations tosolve work-related problems
 
• Application: Students should be given contextual problems encoimtered in a specific
 
job or possiblejob situations.
 
• Work place competencies are enumerated by the Scans Report(1991)should be
 
integrated into all curriculum areas. Departmentalization muststop as weknow it and
 
an integration ofall curriculums must begin. "Competency standards and assessment
 
should be based on performance standards and reflect current and futurejob needs."
 
(Camevelle,1991,pg. 171)
 
• Application: A sequenced course ofstudy which prepares students to enter thejob
 
marketas well as prepare them for post-secondary educational opportunities.
 
Students leaving high school are prepared to makejob choices and have sufficient
 
preparation to continue to community college,technical school or afour year college
 
or university.
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• Accountability and assessment should be an integral partofthe"new"edueation
 
system. Performance and productivity have become essential measurementof
 
knowledge and skills required for adequate performance and productivity has
 
increased significantly,leading to the need for moreformal education and training as
 
well asfor effective and efficient methodsofplaiming and evaluating instructions.
 
(Pucel,David J. Dr.,Performance Based Instruction Design.,pg. viii.)
 
Application: Alternative ways pfassessing students; cornpetencies should;be utilize
 
Evidenee ofstudenteompeteneies levels other than conventional paper arid peneil
 
testing should be utilized. For example,evidenee ofstudenteompeteneies should be
 
plaeed in the student's portfolio. For example,a completed accounting projeet which
 
illustrates the studentcan complete the accountiiig cycle for a serviee business,
 
documentation ofstudent performance level should also be included in the student
 
portfolio. For example,ifstudents are required to type twenty-five words per minute,
 
doeumentation should be placed in the student's folder after it has been signed by the
 
teacher.
 
Conclusion
 
In order for edueation to be considered as having value it mustbe functional to the
 
individual and to the society to which the individual is a member. Edueationalreforms
 
are presently underway all over this cormtry,because our present educational system has
 
not adapted the changing needs ofsociety.
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as;
 
they progress through the educational system. Authentic assessmentis one alternative
 
method ofassessing student"acquired"knowledge in contextto the student's chosen
 
career field. The assessmentofthe student efforts would include the evaluating of
 
acquired knowledge based on career performance standards desired by the career field in
 
business and technology the student has chosen to pursue. The student would compile a
 
work in progress and showcase portfolio to demonstrate the student's competenciesin
 
their specialization.
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APPENDIX A: StudentProcessing for Accounting and Finance Career Pathways
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Figure 1. Student Application Form
 
BUSINESSEDUCATION CAREERPATHWAYSEQUENCEDPROGRAM
 
STUDENTAPPLICATION
 
StudentName Date
 
Address
 
Parent/Guardian
 
PersonallongAerm goals:
 
Shortterm goals:(high school years)
 
2.
 
3.
 
Longterm educational goals: (after high school)
 
2. ;
 
3.
 
Extra-curricular activities:
 
2.
 
3.
 
WhatBusiness Technology CareerPathway would you like to pursue?
 
0 Accounting and Finance
 
0 Business Administration-Office Information Systems
 
0 Marketing Education
 
Student Signature ^Date_
 
Interviewer Date
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Figure 2. Business Educatibn Career Pathway Core Sequence for Accounting Clerk
 
ACCOUNTING CLERK
 
Description: An Accounting Clerk keeps financialrecords ofa business,including payroll,accounts
 
receivable,and accounts payable. This sequence prepares students for careers in accounting and financial
 
services. . /
 
Grsid^9
 
These aresuggested order ofsequencing classes. (May varyfrom schoolto school)
 
Semester 1
 
English
 
Math
 
Natural Science
 
P.E.
 
Keyboarding/CL*
 
Semester 1
 
English
 
Math
 
Natural Science
 
World History
 
Intro.To Business*
 
Drivers Ed.
 
Semester 1
 
English
 
U.S.History
 
P.E.
 
Foreign Languages
 
Accounting*
 
Semester 1
 
English
 
Principles ofDemocracy
 
Advanced Accounting**
 
"^Requiredcoursesfor certification
 
^ SuggestedBusiness Electiyes: ROP
 
Semester2
 
English
 
Math
 
Natural Science
 
Keyboarding/CL*
 
Grade10
 
English
 
Math
 
Natural Science
 
World History
 
Intro.To Business*
 
Recordkeeping*
 
Grade11
 
English
 
U.S.History
 
; ■ , , P.E. ■
 
Fine Arts(1 Yr.)
 
Accounting*
 
Grade12
 
Semester2
 
English
 
Principles ofDemocracy
 
Advanced Accounting**
 
Advisor's\Counselor Approval
 
Advisor's\CounseIor Approval
 
Advisor's\Counselor Approval
 
Advisor's\Counselor Approval
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Figure 3. Memoto counselor
 
TO: Counselor
 
FROM: Department Chair/Advisor
 
SUBJECT: Business Career Path Enrollee
 
DATE:
 
Attached is an application for student admittance to the Business Career Path Sequenced
 
Program. Please review the student's application and suggested sequenced courses to
 
ensure the student will meet all graduation requirements,in addition to meeting college
 
entrance requirements.
 
Assoon asthe student's program has been discussed with the student,please send acopy
 
ofthe course sequence outline to the Business Departmentto be included in the student's
 
records.
 
Thank you.
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Figure 4. ParentInformation Letter
 
Dear:(Parent's Name)
 
Your(name ofson or daughter)has submitted an application to the Business And
 
Technology Career Pathway Sequenced Program at (name ofhigh school).
 
The Business and Technology CareerPathway Sequenced Program provides
 
students with an opportunity to help relate academic instruction to the real world,and
 
prepare them to meettheir post-secondary educational and Career goals.
 
The program offers students an opportunity to receive a certificate in one ofthree
 
Career Pathways:—Accounting and Finance,Business Administration—Office
 
Information Systems and Marketing Education.
 
The sequenced program described in the enclosed brochure will enable your
 
studentto prepare to makethe transitionfrom high schoolto community college or
 
technical school,find immediate employmentor apply for admissionto the University of
 
Californiaor other four-year institutions. During the four year sequenced program, >
 
(studentname)will complete the(name ofhigh school district)graduation requirement,
 
which also encompassthe University ofCalifornia's"A-F"entrance requirements.
 
(Student's name)decision to pursue a certificate in the Business and Technology
 
CareerPathway Sequenced Program is an importantone and it is the desire ofthe
 
Business Education Department,counselors and administrators to keep youinformed of
 
your student's progress in the program.
 
Please review the enclosed brochure for additional details aboutthe program. If
 
you have any questions about your student's decision,please contactthe Counseling;
 
Department at(phone extension).
 
Thank you.
 
Sincerely yours.
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APPENDIX B: Core Competencies Accounting and Finance Career Pathway
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Figure 5. CareerPath Clusters
 
BUSINESSEDUCATION
 
CAREERPATHSPECIALIZATION
 
Grades 12-14
 
COMPUTER 
SCIENCE BUSINESS ACCOUNTING 
AND MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING 
INFORMATION FINANCE 
SYSTEMS 
CAREERPATHCLUSTERS
 
Grades 11-12
 
Business Teehnology Core
 
Introduction to Business
 
Grades9-10
 
Middle School
 
Exploration In Business
 
Grades6-8
 
Elementary School
 
Awareness ofBusiness
 
Grades K-5
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Figure 6. Career Performance Standards
 
CPS.l-Communication Skilis-Student will understand principles ofeffective
 
conmunication. They will communicate both orally and in writing. They
 
will listen attentively and follow instruetions,requesting clarification or
 
additional information as needed.
 
CpS.2rEmploymentLiteracy-Students willunderstand career paths and strategiesfor
 
obtaining employment within their chosen fields. They will assume
 
responsibility for professional groy1;h. They will understand and promote the
 
role oftheir field within a productive society,including the purposes of
 
professional organizations.
 
CPS.3-lnterpersonal Skills-Students willimderstand key concepts in group dynamics,
 
conflict resolution,and negotiation. They will work cboperatively,share
 
responsibilities,acceptsupervision,and assume leadership roles. They will
 
demonstrate cooperative workingrelationships across gender and cultural
 
..■groups.' ■ . ■■ 
CPS.4-Occupational Safety-Stiidents vdll uhderstand occupational safety issues including 
the avoidance ofphysicalhazards in the work environment. They will operate 
equipment safely §d as not tb endanger theihselves or others. They will 
demonstrate prbper hahdling ofhazardous materials. 
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GPS.S-Personal Skills-Students will understand how personal skill development affects
 
their employability. They will exhibit positive attitudes,self-confidence,
 
honesty,perseverance,self-discipline,and personal hygiene. They will
 
manage time and balance priorities as well as demonstrate a capacity for
 
lifelong learning.
 
CPS6-Technology Literacy-Students will tmderstand and adaptto changing tecl^ology
 
by identifying,learning,and applying new skills to improvejob performance.
 
They will effectively employtechnologies revelantto their fields.
 
CPS7-Thinking and Problem-Solving Skills-student will will exhibit critical arid creative
 
thinking skills,logical reasoning,and problem solving, They will ill apply
 
numerical estimation, measurement,and calculatiori,as appropriate. They
 
will recognize problem situations;identify,locate,and organize needed
 
information or data;and propose,evaluate,and select from alternative
 
solutions.
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Figure 7.Business Technology Core Standards
 
BTGlBusiness Communications-Students wiU understand communications as applied to
 
businesssituations. They will demonstrate competency by selecting and using
 
appropriateformsofbusiness communication while working individually and
 
in groups.
 
BTC2-Business Environment-Students will understand the developmentand structure of
 
business environments. They will demonstrate competency by identiiying
 
economic,environmental,and legal factors thatimpact organizations and by
 
recognizing issues &atchallenge those in leadership roles,
 
BTC3-CareerPreparation and Job AcquisitionrStUdents milunderstand career
 
preparation andjob acquisition skills required for employment,professional
 
growth,and emplbynienttransitions in the field ofbusiness. They will
 
demonstrate competency by matching skills and aptitudes to business
 
occupations,exploring business career options,and applyingjob acquisitions
 
skills.
 
BTC4-EconomicsofBusiness-Students will understand international and domestic
 
business and economic viewpoints firom a global perspective. They will
 
demonstrate competency bydescribing economic and business practices
 
among diverse societies.
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BTG5-Financial Concepts-Students will understand how to apply a variety offinancial
 
conceptsin domestic and international business situations. They will
 
demonstrate competency by using appropriate technology and accessing
 
resources to solve computational problems.
 
BTC6-FtmctionsofBusiness-Students will understand functions and practices of
 
business. They will demonstrate competency by identifying and describing
 
activities and practices ofbusiness operations.
 
BTC7-Human Resource Development-Students xvdl understand the factor essential to the
 
developmentofhuman resourcesthat contribute to a productive work force in
 
a culturally diyerse,global enviroiiment. They will demobstrate cornpetency
 
by describing the waysin which human resource development affeets the
 
productivity ofan organization.
 
BTC8-Leadersbip Development-Students willunderstand the personal qualities that are
 
the basis for developing leadership skills. They will demonstrate competency
 
by identifying and usingleadership skillsin a variety ofindividual and group
 
work situations.
 
BTC9-Technology-Students will understand technology used in business. They will
 
demonstrate competency by utilizingfechhology to access,manipulate,and
 
produce infbrmatiom
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Figure 8. Accounting and Finance Standards
 
Students will understand basic accounting principles and procedures affecting businesses.
 
They will demonstrate competency by preparing and maintaining accounting records.
 
Instructionalcontentleading to mastery ofthe standard should include but is not limited
 
to:
 
AFS1-Accounting Cycle-apply the accounting cycle for both a service business and a
 
merchandising business through closing the books for a sole proprietorship,a
 
partnership,and a corporation.
 
AFS2-Accounting Principles-describe and apply accoimting principles and concepts.
 
AFS3-Cash Management-prepare bank reconciliation's,establish and maintain petty cash
 
and change accounts,identify cash control techniques,and describe cashflow
 
concepts.
 
AFS4-Computer Accounting/Spreadsheet-use acomputerto maintain accounting records
 
AFSS-Payroll-describe and apply basic payroll theory and procedures including withhold
 
and tax reporting.
 
AFS6-Receivable and Payable-create and maintain subsidiary ledgers for accounts
 
receivable and payable.
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Figvire 9. SCANS Competencies
 
51-Resources-They know howto locate time,money,materials,space,and staff.
 
52-Interpersonal Skills-They can work on teams,teachothers,serve customers,read,
 
negotiate,and work wellwith people ftom culturally diverse backgroimds.
 
53-Information-They can acquire and evaluate data,organize and maintain files,interpret
 
and commmiicate,and use computersto process information.
 
54-Systems-They understand social,organizational and technological systems;theycan
 
monitor and correct performance;and they can design orimprovesystems.
 
55-Technology-They can select equipmentand tolls,applytechnology to specific tasks,
 
and maintain and troubleshootequipment.
 
56-Foundation Skills-Competent workers in the high-performance workplace need:
 
56.1-Basic Skills-reading, writing,arithmetic and mathematics,speaking,and listening.
 
56.2-Thinking Skills-the ability to learn,to reason,to think creatively,to make decisions,
 
and to solve problems.
 
56.3-Personal Qualities-individual responsibility,self-esteem and self-management,
 
sociability and integrity
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Figure 10. Career Possibilities in Accounting and Finance C^eerPathways
 
Professional Positions
 
college\univer«ity/postsecondaty
 
Accountant
 
AccountantExecutive
 
Auditor
 
Appraiser
 
BankManager
 
ChiefFinancial Officer
 
Controller
 
Credit Manager
 
Technical
 
postsecondary education
 
AccountSpecialist
 
Accounting Technician
 
Associate Accounting
 
Bookkeeper
 
Claims Agent
 
CostEstimator
 
Credit Analyst
 
Entry
 
after high school graduation
 
Account Clerk
 
Account Collector
 
Audit Assistant
 
Brokerage Clerk
 
Credit Representative
 
Customer Service Representative
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Figure 11. General Description ofAccounting and Finance Career Pathways
 
ACCOIJNTING ANDFINANCE
 
Description:Individualsreceiving trainingin this career cluster willfindjob
 
opportunitiesgrowingfaster than the averagefor alloccupations through the year 2005.
 
This career clusterrequires knowledge ofbasic accounting concepts andcomputer
 
literacy. Studentsshould have above average computationalskills, along with critical
 
anddecision makingskills. Students who intend topursue a business vocation,should
 
have a backgroundin Accounting.
 
Requirements:
 
1. Work well on your on and with others
 
2. High ethical standards
 
3. Pleasing personality
 
4. Ability to think logically
 
5. Good computational skills
 
6. Good oral and written communication skills
 
7. Neat,accurate and orderly work habits
 
8. Soundjudgment
 
Employmentoutlook:
 
Employmentopportunities are expected to grow because ofthe need for all
 
businesses to have financial records.
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Figure 12. Core Gompetencies—Beginning Keyboarding/Computer Literacy
 
Exit Criteria
 
1. Students will
 
be able to identify
 
the five steps in
 
the computer
 
information
 
processing cycle
 
S4,CPS1,CPS6
 
2. Students will
 
be able to describe
 
the uses of
 
computersin
 
society
 
S7
 
3. Students will
 
be able to describe
 
the use of
 
computers in their
 
profession or
 
vocational area of
 
interest.
 
CPS1,CPS2,S3,
 
BTC3,BTC9
 
Performance
 
Task
 
Students will
 
arrange the steps
 
in correct
 
sequence and
 
write a brief
 
description of
 
whattakes place
 
in each step
 
Students will list
 
ten examples of
 
the use of
 
computers and
 
their impacton
 
society.
 
Students will
 
complete a
 
research paper,
 
describing:
 
a.\\\di.y they are
 
interested in the
 
profession/vocatio
 
nal areathey have
 
chosen to
 
research.
 
b.Educational
 
preparation
 
needed for their
 
career choice.
 
c. Theimpactof
 
computers and
 
uses ofcomputers
 
in their chosen
 
career field.
 
Competency
 
Expectation
 
One hundred
 
percent
 
One hundred
 
percenton ten out
 
oftwenty possible
 
examples.
 
1.Use Reference
 
materials in the
 
library.
 
2. Write
 
effectively
 
(Expository
 
writing)
 
3.Think and
 
problem solve
 
4.Understand
 
career
 
opportunities and
 
career pathways
 
Portfolio
 
Assessment
 
Keyedreportis to
 
be included in
 
student's portfolio
 
to demonstrate
 
writing skills.
 
formatting ofan
 
unbound
 
manuscript.
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Exit Criteria
 
4. Students will
 
be able to
 
understand
 
computer
 
terminology
 
CPS6,S4,S6,
 
BTC9.
 
5. Students will
 
be able to prepare
 
a disk to receive
 
information
 
CPS6^ S4,BTC9
 
6. Students will
 
learn to save and
 
retrieve data
 
CPS6,S4, S5,
 
BTC9
 
7. Students will
 
type using the
 
"touch"system
 
8. Students will
 
have language
 
usage skills to
 
include
 
Perfotmance
 
Task
 
Students will
 
define computer
 
terminology as it
 
is presented by the
 
teacher.
 
Studentwilf
 
format a disk,
 
using the
 
operating system
 
taught m the
 
course
 
Students will save
 
and retrieve
 
documentsfrom a
 
hard drive or
 
student data disk
 
Students will learn
 
to key introduced
 
alpha and numeric
 
keys by touch.
 
Students will
 
correct sentence
 
errors having
 
number,
 
Competency
 
Expectation
 
When students are
 
given a list of
 
terms to define,
 
they will be
 
expected to pass
 
with 85%
 
accuracy.
 
Will complete
 
with lOG percent
 
accuracy
 
Will complete
 
with 100%
 
proficiency
 
Students will key
 
given assignments
 
using the"tough
 
type"method at a
 
minimum of25
 
NWAM.
 
Students will be
 
type sentences
 
containing
 
number.
 
Portfolio
 
Assessment
 
Timed Writings
 
verification on
 
three minute
 
timed writings
 
will be entered
 
into the student's
 
portfolio, with
 
teacher's signature
 
for verification.
 
See''Figure16
 
and
 
Figure 17
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 Exit Criteria
 
punctuation rules,
 
capitalization and
 
number
 
expressions
 
CPSl,S6,BTCr
 
9. Students will
 
learn to format
 
business
 
documents
 
CPS6,S4,85,
 
BTC9
 
10. Students will
 
research and
 
formatan original
 
research paperon
 
the topic ofthe
 
Use OfComputers
 
in career oftheir
 
interest.
 
CPS6,S3,S4,S5v
 
S6,S7,BTC3
 
Performance
 
, ■ Task 
punctuation and 
capitalization 
errors.
 
Students Will
 
format business
 
documentsfrom
 
rough draft copy
 
using the
 
formatting
 
procedures taught
 
them in class.
 
Students will key
 
aresearch paper
 
ofat leastthree
 
pagesin length in
 
an unbound
 
manuscript
 
format,to include
 
atleasttwo
 
references
 
Competency
 
Expectation
 
punctuation and
 
capitalization
 
errors with 95%
 
accuracy.
 
The following
 
documents will be
 
formatted
 
according to
 
acceptable
 
formatting
 
practice,with
 
propermargins
 
setting.
 
1. Personal Bus.
 
Letter
 
2. Business Letter
 
3. Memorandums
 
4. Unbound
 
Manuscripts
 
Mailablc copy
 
Document must
 
be error free and
 
properly
 
formatted
 
according to
 
unbound
 
manuscript
 
formatting
 
procedures. The
 
reSe^ch paper
 
mustreflect
 
critical thinking
 
skills as well as
 
the students
 
expository writing
 
abilities.
 
Portfolio
 
Assessment
 
A sampling of
 
each ofthe
 
documentshould
 
be included in the
 
student's portfolio
 
with signature or
 
verification fonn
 
to indicate that the
 
students
 
completed the
 
document without
 
the aide ofnotes
 
ofother help
 
aides.Sec"Figure
 
18
 
This is a
 
suggested entry in
 
the student's
 
portfolio.
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Exit Criteria
 
11. Atthe
 
conclusion ofthe
 
semesterjstudents
 
will demonstrate
 
the knowledge of
 
business
 
document
 
formatting
 
CPS6,S7,S3,
 
BTC1,BTC9
 
12. Student will
 
demonstrate
 
proficiency in the
 
use ofthe
 
software used in
 
the course.
 
CPS6,S4,S5,
 
BTC9
 
13. Student will
 
be able to identify
 
proofreading
 
symbols
 
S6,BTCl
 
Performance
 
Task
 
Students will key
 
an end ofsemester
 
projectfrom
 
rough draft or
 
unformatted copy
 
to include
 
personal business
 
letters,business
 
letters,simplified
 
memorandum and
 
unboimd
 
manuscripts.
 
Studentcan open
 
software program
 
and perform the
 
following tasks:
 
Create a new
 
document.
 
Retrieve an
 
already saved
 
document
 
Change all
 
boundary margins.
 
spacing and
 
indentations
 
Block text
 
Underline
 
Center Text
 
Uncenter tex;t
 
Print
 
Make corrections
 
on rough draft
 
copyasthe
 
documentis
 
formatted
 
Competency
 
Expectation
 
Students must
 
formatthese
 
documehts with
 
only the use of
 
their notes or
 
sample letters they
 
have produced
 
during the course
 
oftlie semester.
 
These documents
 
mustbe mailable.
 
Students will
 
complete all
 
performance task
 
under the
 
observation ofthe
 
teacher with
 
appropriate
 
evaluation sheet
 
completed for
 
verification.
 
Given a list of
 
proofreader's
 
symbols,identify
 
with90%
 
accuraey.
 
Portfolio
 
Assessment
 
Students may
 
choose a sample
 
documentfrom
 
each type of
 
business
 
documentto be
 
included in their
 
portfolio folder.
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Figure 13. Core Competencies-Advanced Computer Literacy
 
Exit Criteria
 
1. Student will be
 
able to identify and
 
apply correct
 
formatting for
 
business
 
correspondence
 
documents and
 
manuscripts
 
CPS7,S5,S3,
 
BTC9
 
Performance
 
Tasks
 
Students will key
 
the following
 
business
 
documents:
 
1.Personal and
 
Business Letter
 
a. Open
 
Punctuation
 
b. Mixed
 
punctuation
 
e. Block Style
 
Competency
 
Expectations
 
Student will use
 
rough draftcopy or
 
unformatted and
 
will determine
 
1. The margins
 
based on letter
 
length
 
2. Produce
 
mailable
 
documents based
 
onteachings in the
 
d. Modified Block, Course andjudged
 
indented mailable based on
 
paragraphs correct placement
 
e. Modified Block, on the page.
 
blocked paragraphs (Vertically and
 
2. Unbound horizontal
 
Manuscripts placenrentfor
 
3. Simplified tables)
 
Memorandum
 
4. Tables
 
Portfolio
 
Assessment
 
Student will
 
choose
 
documentsto
 
represent
 
advanced
 
document
 
preparation
 
Capabilities.
 
Should include
 
samplings of
 
Personal Business
 
Letters(Typed in
 
Block,Modified
 
block with
 
indented
 
paragraphs)
 
Business Letters
 
(All letter styles.
 
A long
 
manuscriptto
 
include: side
 
headings.
 
paragraph
 
headings,quoted
 
material.
 
enumerated
 
listing anda
 
separate reference
 
page
 
Tables that are at
 
leastthree
 
columns wide.
 
centered
 
vertically and
 
horizontally.
 
See"Figure 19
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Exit Criteria
 
2. Student will
 
key five minute
 
timed writings ata
 
speed of 35
 
NWPM
 
3. Students can
 
identify commonly
 
used proofreader's
 
symbols
 
CPS7,S6,BTC1
 
4. Student will be
 
able to produce
 
form letters
 
CPS7,S5,S4,
 
BTC9
 
Performance
 
Tasks
 
Student will key
 
several teacher
 
selected timed
 
writing from
 
unfamiliar copy of
 
high syllabic
 
intensity using
 
touch typing
 
method
 
When student is
 
given arough dray
 
unformatted
 
business
 
document,will use
 
the appropriate
 
proofreader's
 
marks to indicated
 
needed;
 
corrections.
 
When student is
 
given information
 
for the production
 
ofform letters will
 
use the appropriate
 
software to:
 
1. Create a data
 
base
 
2. Create original
 
documentto be
 
merged
 
3. Merge letters
 
4. Print letters
 
Competency
 
Expectations
 
Three timed
 
writings must be at
 
a speed ofa
 
minimum of35
 
NWPM
 
Students will use
 
the correct or
 
appropriate
 
proofreader's mark
 
to make
 
corrections on a
 
business document
 
with95%accuracy
 
Student will
 
complete the
 
merging process
 
with 10p%;:
 
accuracy
 
Portfolio
 
Assessment
 
Verification must
 
be signed and
 
included in
 
student portfolio.
 
See"
 
Figure 17
 
Verification will
 
be completed by
 
teacher for
 
inclusion in
 
portfolio. See"
 
Figure 20
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Exit Criteria
 
5. Student will
 
demonstrate
 
knowledge of
 
correct application
 
ofguidelines for
 
numbers,
 
capitalization and
 
punctuation rules
 
CPS1,S6,BTC1
 
6. Student will
 
have a knowledge
 
ofdatabase
 
management
 
systems
 
CPS6,S5,S4,
 
BTC9
 
7. Student will
 
have basic
 
knowledge of
 
database
 
management
 
software
 
CPS6,S5, S4, S7,
 
BTC9
 
8. Identify and
 
define the
 
terminology related
 
Performance
 
Tasks
 
On all documents
 
produced by
 
students should
 
observe correct
 
punctuation rules,
 
number expression
 
and capitalization
 
rules
 
Student will be able
 
to identify and
 
define database
 
management
 
computer
 
terminology.
 
Student will learn:
 
1. Design a data
 
base record file
 
2. Create a new
 
database file
 
3. Save a data base
 
file
 
4. Sortreeords
 
5. Run a query
 
6. Insert a new
 
record
 
7. Delete arecord.
 
8. Printa data base
 
file
 
Students will be
 
able to identify and
 
define electronic
 
Competency
 
Expectations
 
All copies
 
produced by the
 
students should be
 
mailable
 
Students will
 
define computer
 
terminology as
 
assigned by teacher
 
with95%accuracy.
 
Given a list often
 
data records,
 
students will
 
design,create,save
 
retrieve,sort and
 
query file with95%
 
accuracy.
 
Print
 
Given a list of10
 
electronic
 
spreadsheetterms.
 
Portfolio
 
Assessment
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Exit Criteria
 
to electronic
 
spreadsheets
 
CPS6,7,S4, S5,
 
S7,BTC9
 
9. Students will
 
demonstrate basic
 
concepts of
 
electronic
 
spreadsheet
 
software
 
S4,7,CPS6, CPS7,
 
BTC9
 
10. Student will
 
demonstrate their
 
knowledge on the
 
impactof
 
computers in
 
society.
 
CPS6,S3,BTC9
 
11. Student will
 
understand the
 
ethics ofsoftware
 
use.
 
CPS5,S8,BTC2
 
Performance
 
Tasks
 
spreadsheet
 
terminology
 
Students will
 
design and create,
 
save,retrieve,write
 
simple
 
mathematical
 
formulas and print
 
finished
 
spreadsheet
 
Students will list
 
twenty uses of
 
computers
 
Students will
 
research the ethical
 
and unethical uses
 
ofcomputer
 
software and the
 
financial impact
 
Competeney
 
Expectations
 
student will define
 
with95% accuracy.
 
Given a problem by
 
the teacher,the
 
student will design,
 
create,save,
 
retrieve, write a
 
simple formula
 
with95%accuracy
 
Students will be
 
given a selected
 
assignmentin
 
which they will
 
haye to listthe
 
twenty uses of
 
computers of
 
society and provide
 
a short of
 
explanation for
 
each answer with
 
95%accuracy
 
List five unethical
 
practices ofthe use
 
ofcomputer
 
software
 
(Discussion)
 
Portfolio
 
Assessment
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Figure 14.. Core Competencies-Introduction to Business
 
Exit Criteria
 
1. Define
 
terminology
 
commonly used
 
in the business
 
environment
 
CPS2,S3,BTCl
 
2. Utilize
 
decision-making
 
skills related to
 
their role as
 
consumers,wage
 
earners and
 
citizens
 
CPS5,7,88,
 
BTC6
 
3. Student will
 
research ethical
 
issues related to
 
business and
 
economics.
 
CPSl,S8,BTC2
 
5. Make simple
 
mathematical
 
calculations with
 
calculator on
 
various topics:
 
interests on loans,
 
earnings on stock
 
Performance
 
Task
 
Students will
 
define and
 
correctly use
 
business and
 
economic
 
terminology
 
related to the
 
units covered in
 
approved text
 
Students will
 
demonstrate basic
 
steps in desion
 
making process
 
and apply to
 
common
 
problems related
 
to a wage earner,
 
citizen and a
 
consumer.
 
Student will
 
choose one
 
ethical issues
 
related to
 
business and
 
economics and
 
will write a short
 
research paper.
 
Student will be
 
able to usea
 
calculator to do
 
simple
 
mathematical
 
calculations
 
involving finding
 
Competency
 
Expectation
 
When given a list
 
ofterms,students
 
will define with
 
90%accuracy
 
Given several
 
scenarios students
 
will use basic
 
decision making
 
steps to solve
 
problems related
 
to being a
 
consumer,wage
 
earner or citizen.
 
Given a set of
 
problems,students
 
will be expected to
 
use a calculator
 
and complete
 
assigned problems
 
with95%
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Portfolio
 
Assessment
 
Demonstration
 
ofstudent's
 
expository
 
writing skills and
 
critical thinking
 
skills
 
Competency Portfolio 
Exit Criteria Performance Expectation Assessment 
Task 
5. Make simple Student will be Given a set of 
mathematical able to use a problems,students 
calculatidns with calculator to do will be expected 
calculator on simple to use a calculator 
various topics: mathematical and complete 
interests onloans, calculations assigned problems 
earnings on stock involving finding with95% 
investments, interest on loans. accuracy. 
simple payroll earnings fi-om 
calculations. stock investments 
CPS7,S7, S6, and simple payroll 
BTC5 calculations. 
6. Identify dress Students will Students will be 
and appropriate discuss able to distinguish 
behavior forjob importance of between 
interview appropriate dress appropriate and 
CPS2,S2,BTG3 in various non-appropriate 
business dress in a given 
environments work 
environment. 
7. Given a list of The student will Student rating Student will 
leadership rate below average(3) include the 
qualities such as himself/herselfa will write an leadership rating 
initiative. rating on each improvementplan sheet with steps 
imagination, quality using this to correctthe for irpprovement 
independence. scale: 5= very leadership quality with time-line for 
individuality, high,4=high, he/she has making needed 
motivates people. 3=average,2=low, evaluated to be improvements. 
inspires l=very low deficient. See"/ 
confidence and 
delegates 
responsibility. Figure 21 
CPS2,SB,BTC8 
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Exit Criteria
 
8. Demonstrate
 
the ability to
 
maintain a
 
checking accoimt
 
including a
 
frmdamental
 
imderstanding of
 
the terms
 
associated with
 
checking
 
accounts.
 
CPS7,S3,S5
 
9. Identify and
 
understand
 
opportunities for
 
business
 
ownership,
 
elements and
 
advantages ofthe
 
free enterprise
 
system
 
CPS7,S3,BTC5
 
Perforiiiaiice
 
Task, . ■ 
Students will 
prepare deposit 
slips,checks and 
check register 
given specific 
instructions. 
Students will 
reconcile a bank 
statement.
 
Discuss terms
 
and definitions
 
associated with
 
business
 
ownership
 
recognize
 
opportunities and
 
options for
 
business
 
ownership.
 
Competency
 
Expectation
 
Identify and
 
describe all facets
 
ofmaintaining a
 
checking
 
accounts with
 
90%accuracy.
 
Demonstrate the
 
ability to: a)
 
Prepare a deposit
 
slip; b)Maintain
 
acheck register
 
and c)Reconcile
 
a hank statement.
 
Identify
 
necessary parts of
 
an economic
 
system and given
 
an example of
 
each economic
 
part.
 
Portfolio
 
Assessment
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Figure 15. Specialization Competencies—Accounting and Finance
 
Exit Criteria
 
1. Student will
 
xmderstand the
 
accounting
 
environment,
 
ethics and
 
communications
 
CPS2,S8,BTC1,
 
BTG2,BTC4,
 
AFS2
 
2. Student will
 
describe and apply
 
accounting
 
principles and
 
conceptsfor the
 
forms ofbusiness
 
ownership
 
covered in
 
Beginning
 
Accounting:
 
Sole
 
proprietorship,
 
Performance
 
Task
 
Students will
 
answer selected
 
cases for critical
 
thinking atthe end
 
ofeach chapter.
 
Correct
 
accounting
 
principles are
 
applied to all
 
problems
 
completed during
 
the course.
 
Students are
 
expected to
 
identify and
 
describe specific
 
accounting
 
Competency
 
Expectations
 
Studentcan
 
substantiate case
 
decisions based on
 
ethical practices
 
ofthe accounting
 
profession.(The
 
student's decision
 
about whether a
 
case is ethical is
 
not assessed on
 
right or wrongs of
 
an answer,as long
 
as the answer does
 
not violate alaw.
 
Student is to
 
demonstrate
 
critical thinking
 
skills. Students
 
are also expected
 
to verbally
 
articulate their
 
thoughts in
 
organized manner.
 
Students are
 
expected to be
 
able to identify
 
principles and
 
concepts with
 
100%accuracy.
 
Portfolio
 
Assessment
 
Verification
 
should be entered
 
in the students
 
portfolio.
 
indicating that
 
students can
 
identify
 
accounting
 
concepts and
 
principles. See
 
'^Figure 22
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Competency Portfolio 
Exit Criteria Performance Expectations Assessment 
Task 
Partnership and principles and 
Corporation concepts as 
CPS7,S3,BTC6, problems are 
AFSl,AFS2, worked and 
AFS6 discussed. 
3. Students will Student will 1. Student will All three 
be able to complete a complete an audit Reinforcement 
complete the Reinforcement test overthe Activities—manual 
Accounting Cycle Activity,that completed and automated 
for a Sole demonstrates a Reinforcement will be included in 
proprietorship, complete cycle for Activities with the students 
Partnership and eachform of 95%accuracy. portfolio with a 
Corporation,both business written report by 
manually and ownership Reinforcement the student. 
using automated Activities will evaluating the 
equipment. graded on the differences in the 
CPS6,7,S5, S3, proper formatting three forms of 
BTC9,AFSl, and ownership and 
AFS2,AFS4 documentation of how the manual 
accounting data problem differ 
from completing 
an automated 
problem. 
4. Student will be Students will Atthe end ofeach 
able to identify identify and chapter,students 
accounting define accounting will define 
terminology terms asthey are accoimting terms 
S6,BTC1,AFS2 introduced. with 100% 
accuracy. 
5. Students will Student will Students will 
know Cash prepare; complete 
jManagement 1.Bank performance tasks 
procedures(CPC Reconciliation with95% 
Standards) (manually and accuracy 
CPS7,S5, S4, using automated 
BTC9,BTC5, software) 
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Competency Portfolio 
Exit Criteria Performance Expectations Assessment 
■ Task 
. AFS2,AFS3; s2i Establish and 
maintain Petty -
Cash and change 
accounts. 
3.Identify Cash 
control techniques 
and cash flow 
concepts. 
6. Students will Students will Students will Formally entered 
be able to use a learn: complete an Reinforcement 
computerto 1.Enter data in a accounting cycle Activities will be 
maintain computer using for a sole used to 
accounting accounting proprietorship. demonstrate 
records.(CPC software. partnership and student 
Standards)CPS6, 2.Student will corporation with competency in 
7,S4,S5,BTC9, follow software 95%accuracy this area. 
BTC5,AFS2, procedures for 
.AFS4­ entering 
accounting data 
3. Students will 
print accounting 
data 
7. Describe arid Complete payroll Students are Teacher will 
apply basic problem that expected to make include 
payroll theory and include: entries with 100% verification that 
procedures 1. Calculating accuracy the students have 
including weekly employee a basic knowledge 
withholding and wages and ofpayroll 
tax reporting. overtime pay. procedures. 
CPS7,S6, 3.Using Problems should 
S4,BTC9,AFS2, employee be included in 
■AFS5 ' :■ withholding charts portfolio 
to detennine demonstrating 
federal withhold student can:' 
deductions, state • Compute 
withholding gross and net 
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Competency ; Portfolio 
Exit Gfiteria Performance Expectations Assessment 
'. ■ ■ ■'TasE 
deductions,PICA 
deductions and • Complete 
otherpayroll ; ■ 1 employee time 
deduction 'c^d 
4 Calculate net • Prepare 
pay for employee 
employees. earning 
5. Maintain records 
employee eaijuxtg • Record 
records information in 
6.Make entries to employee 
record employer's record 
payroll tax • Prepare 
obligations. payroll 
10.Make entries checks. 
to record the 
paymentfor the 
employers payroll 
tax obligations. 
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APPENDIX C: Samples ofPortfolio Verifications
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Figure 16. Technique Check Sheet
 
TECHNIQUECHECKSHEET
 
Beginning Keyboarding/Computer Literacy
 
You will periodically be observed to determine whether correcttyping techniques have
 
been learned while in this course. Thefollowing rating will be used:
 
4points(Excellent);3 points(Good);2points(Average); 1 point(Acceptable)
 
StudentName Period Date
 
Technique Check Points 4 3 2 1 0
 
Comfortable relaxed position in frontofkeyboard
 
Key fingers curved over home keys
 
Rightthumb is in postion over space bar
 
Returns using correct finger*
 
Reaches correctly and quickly for shift keys
 
Strikes all keys using correct fingering(eyes on
 
copy at all times)
 
Save document as dircted
 
Retrives documentsfrom files
 
Follows directions
 
*Youcan receive only a4or a0.
 
Teacher comments:
 
Areas needirig improvements:
 
Total pointsearned: Grade:
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Figure 17. Timed Writing Verification Form
 
TIMED WRITING VERIFICATIONFORM
 
Directions: Please attach this to your timed writing to he evaluated and cheeked for
 
speed and aeeurracy.
 
StudentName Period Date
 
Timed Writing page number_ ,Section _Length: ' 3 mins._ ^5 mins. 
Total words typed: 
Total errors X2(words deducted for each error) 
NWAM_______ 
Tmed writing verified bv: ■ ^Date:_ 
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Figure 18. Portfolio Samples
 
PORTFOLIO CHECKSHEET
 
Beginning Keyboarding/Cpmputer Literacy
 
Directions: The following document mustbe included in your portfolio folder.
 
StudentName Period Date
 
Documents Completed Verified
 
Personal Business Letter
 
Business letter
 
Simplified memorandum
 
Unboimd Manuscript
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Figure 19. Advanced Document Verification
 
PORTFOLIO CHgGKSHEET
 
Directions: Thefollowing documents mustbe included in your student portfolio:
 
StudentName Period Date
 
Documents Completed Verified
 
Personal Business Letters
 
Block Style
 
Modified block with indented paragraphs
 
Modified block with blocked paragraphs
 
Business Letters
 
Block Style
 
Modified Block Style,with indented paragraphs
 
Modified Block Style,with blocked paragraphs
 
Long Manuscript,mustshow side headings,
 
paragraph headings,quoted material,enumerated
 
listing and a separate reference page. Your original
 
report may be used as documentation.!
 
Tables with three columnscentered vertically and
 
horizontally.
 
Resume
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Figure 20. Form Letter Production
 
FORM LEXERPRODUCTION VERIFICATION
 
Directions: Complete the following information and attach to yourform letter production
 
packet.
 
StudentName Period ^Date
 
Assignment: Date started Completion datc_
 
Describe the steps used to set-upthe documentto be merged:
 
Did you have to use notesto complete this project?
 
Whatsteps will you use to retain the information leamed in this unit?
 
Project completion verified by ^Date
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Figure 21. Leadership Evaluation
 
LEADERSHIPEVALUATION SHEET
 
Studentname Period Date
 
Direetions: Review the list ofleadership qualities and rate yourselfaeeording to the
 
following seale: 5-very high;4:high,3-average;2-low;and 1-very low.
 
1. Initiative(begin and cpmpletetaks as direeted in atimely manner)
 
2. Imagination(Analyzes problemsfor best solution)
 
3. Independenee(Can complete tasks withoutthe aid ofother—make independent
 
decisions.
 
4. Individuality(Realizes yourimiquenessand the contribution can make to the
 
organization)
 
5. Motivates others(Can eneourage classmates and friends to putforth their best
 
efforts)
 
6. Can delegate responsibility(Assigntask to others to complete,based on their
 
abilities)
 
Student evaluation ofleadership abilities:
 
Whatare your areas ofleadership weakness(s)? (Scored less than a3)
 
Use the reverse side to continue to list your weakness(s). Write a plan for improvement.
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Figure 22.Identifying Accounting Concepts
 
ACCOUNTINGCONCEPTS
 
Direetions: Identify the following Accounting Concepts by writing the answer in the
 
hlanfc. You may not use any notes or textbook to answerthe questions
 
' 1. Changes in financial information are reported for a specific
 
period oftime in theform offinancial statements.
 
_2. Financial statements contain all information necessary to
 
understand a business'financial condtion.
 
3. Financial information is recorded and reported separately
 
from the owner's personal financial information.!
 
_4. The same accoimting procedures are followed in the same
 
way in each accounting period.
 
5. Financial statements are prepared with the expectation that a
 
business will reniain in operation indefinitely.
 
^ 6. The actual amountpaid for merchandise or other items
 
bought is recorded.
 
7. Revenuefrom business activities and expenses associated
 
with earning thatrevenue are recorded inthe same aeeounting period.
 
■ ■ 8. Business activities creating dollar amountslarge enough to 
affect business decisions should be recordedand reported as separate items in aeeounting 
records and financial statements. 
_9. A source documentis prepared for eaeh transaetion.
 
_10. Revenue is recorded atthe time good or services are sold.
 
11. Business transaetions are stated in numbersthat havecommon
 
values—common unitofmeasurement.
 
Score ^Verified by^
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